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How did Facebook get the decision wrong?
Again, I replied to individual statements that turned news articles into absolutes. My
metaphor with the parrot was to clarify the observed mindset.
As I replied to one person directly, I also replied to another person believing that his
individual rights are "more important than anyone's life".
I also suggested, that they could join each other in their mindset.
Protecting people screaming "harassment" as soon as they run out of arguments by
punishing those calling them out and proceeding to remove their comments is not o.k.
We have a global pandemic (of which my wife just about died and is still suffering the
aftermath) and anyone casting doubt upon - scientifically -proven actions to curb the
spread of this virus is a problem to society as a whole - not part of the solution. It entices
demonstrations endangering lives (as seen in Leipzig, Germany, where 20.000 +
"alternativ thinkers" without masks or social distance were yelling and screaming for their
"personal rights").
Instead of removing remarks from people designed to defending lives, perhaps FB should
challenge the spread of "absolute opinions" without scientific basis.
Edit

Why did you post this content?
Dealing in absolutes by calling newspaper articles or political opinion "facts" misleads
others.
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Does this content involve important social issues?
It is important for our society to distance itself from opinion- and newsmedia-based
"facts". Science and review should be the order of the day.
Edit

Which languages were used in your content?
English
Edit

Which countries is this content relevant to?
Canada
Edit

What keywords best describe your content?
Freedom of Expression
Humor
Misinformation
Edit

Provide a summary for your submission

Provide a summary for your submission
This is freedom of speech. No more - no less.
Edit
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Is there anything else you think the board should know?
If sarcasm is implied - then not by the definition to hurt someone's feelings but by the
definition to criticize something in a humorous way - to make a point.
Edit

What Can Be Shared About You with the Public?
Do you give permission for the board to share details that could easily identify you in its
explanation?
No
Edit

Do you give permission for the board to share data with special protections about you in
its explanation?
No
Edit

Please review your answers to ensure they are accurate and make any
Continue
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Preview changes. Once your appeal is submitted, you will be unable to
necessary
make Later

changes to your written answers.
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